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```plaintext
DLS 2+ level 0

head
next
prev

(hfo,fst)
(pfo,ptr)

DLS 2+ level 0

(nfo,ptr)
(hfo,lst)

DLS 0+ level 1

(hfo2,all)
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  \[
  \begin{align*}
  &\text{DLS 2+ level 0} \\
  &\text{head} \quad (h_{fo}, fst) \quad (h_{fo}, lst) \\
  &\text{next} \quad (h_{fo}, fst) \quad (n_{fo}, ptr) \\
  &\text{prev} \quad (p_{fo}, ptr) \\
  &DLS 0+ level 1 \\
  &\text{DLS 2+ level 0} \\
  &h_{fo} \quad n_{fo} \quad p_{fo} \quad (h_{fo}, lst) \\
  &h_{fo} \\
  &h_{fo}, all
  \end{align*}
  \]
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  - DLS 2+ level 0
    - head
    - next
    - prev
    - (hfo, fst)
    - (pfo, ptr)
  - DLS 2+ level 0
    - (hfo2, all)
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- Focuses on **shape analysis** of low-level system code.
- Uses **symbolic memory graphs (SMGs)** to encode sets of heap configurations with various kinds of **(nested) lists**:
  - \((h_{fo},fst)\)
  - \((h_{fo},lst)\)
  - \((n_{fo},ptr)\)
  - \((p_{fo},ptr)\)

- Uses efficient **graph-based algorithms** to implement all needed operations: **join**, **abstraction**, **entailment**, ...
- Looks for **memory safety errors**: invalid dereferences, double frees, buffer overruns, memory leaks, ...
- Implemented as an open source **GCC plug-in**.
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- Two Predator Depth-First (DFS) Hunters: no heap abstraction, join up to isomorphism, sampled intervals bounded DFS: 200/900 GIMPLE instructions, one of them says "error" $\Rightarrow$ final verdict "error" + witness.
- One Predator Breadth-First (BFS) Hunter: no heap abstraction, join up to isomorphism, timeout-bounded BFS, its verdict within the time limit: "correct" $\Rightarrow$ final verdict "correct" + witness, "error" $\Rightarrow$ final verdict "error" + witness.

Otherwise the answer is "unknown".
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Four instances of Predator running in parallel:

- One **Predator Verifier**:
  - the original sound Predator,
  - its verdict “correct” ⇒ final verdict “correct” + witness.

- Two **Predator Depth-First (DFS) Hunters**:
  - no heap abstraction, join up to isomorphism, **sampled intervals**
  - **bounded DFS**: 200/900 GIMPLE instructions,
  - one of them says “error” ⇒ final verdict “error” + witness.

- One **Predator Breadth-First (BFS) Hunter**:
  - no heap abstraction, join up to isomorphism,
  - **timeout-bounded BFS**,
  - its verdict **within the time limit**:
    - “correct” ⇒ final verdict “correct” + witness,
    - “error” ⇒ final verdict “error” + witness.

- Otherwise the answer is “unknown”.
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